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Abstract 
In this paper we show that the output of a nonlinear system with inputs in (L2 [0, T]; R')  whose state satisfies 
a nonlinear differential equation with standard smoothness conditions can be written as the composition of a nonlinear 
map with a linear Hilbert-Schmidt operator acting on the input. The result also extends to abstract semi-linear infinite 
dimensional systems. The approach is via the study of the continuity of the solution in a locally convex topology 
generated by seminorms of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in Hilbert space. The result reveals an entirely new structure 
related to nonlinear systems which can lead to useful approximation results. 
Keywords: Nonlinear systems; Smoothness; Approximation; Infinite-dimensional systems 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we point out the role of the locally convex topology induced on a Hilbert space of L2 
functions by Hilbert-Schmidt operators, showing thereby that the input/output map for a general class of 
nonlinear differential systems i given by the composition of a nonlinear map with a linear Hilbert-Schmidt 
map on the input which is taken to be in L2 [0, T]. Not only does this result generalize the well known results 
of Freedman and Willems [6] on the representation f I/O maps of nonlinear systems involving derivatives 
of inputs as smooth mappings on the undifferentiated inputs (see also [12]) but also it has important 
implications in the I/O representations i  terms of Volterra series (more correctly polynomials). 
Consider the following nonlinear system (for simplicity we consider the scalar case): 
d 
q--Xt =f(X , )  + 9(X,)ut, t6 [0 ,  T].  (1.1) 
ot 
Suppose the observat ion is a smooth measurable mapping of the state, i.e. Yt = h(XO where h(-) is 
a smooth function. 
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Then the result of Freedman and Willems [6] states that if f(-), 9 (') and h (.) are C °~ with bounded first 
derivatives then the solution can be written as: 
Yt=h°r(ilu~ds ), (1.2) 
where r(-) is a continuous map not depending on {u.}. 
Their approach was based on differential geometric arguments. The extension to the vector case was 
obtained by an additional commutativity assumption on the control term g(.). 
In this paper, by studying the continuity of the solution to (1.1) (but without the C ~ requirement) in
a locally convex topology generated by semi-norms of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, we obtain a generalization 
of the results using a purely functional analytic framework. The locally convex topology is termed the 
S-topology and plays an important role in the study of probability measures on infinite dimensional spaces. 
See [1, 2, 7, 9, 101 and the references therein. 
The basic aim of this paper is to show that the S-topology has important implications in the study of 
deterministic nonlinear systems as well. In particular by studying a special class of S-continuous maps, i.e. 
those which are uniformly S-continuous around the origin (uscao), we can prove a generalization of the 
results of I-6]. The representation result also leads to a very simple proof of the representation f I/O maps 
as finite Volterra series via the Weierstrass theorem on Hilbert spaces [11] without unduly restrictive 
conditions. A good discussion on Volterra series can be found in the book of Isidori [8] and the paper of 
Brockett [31. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we recall the basic facts of S-topology. In Section 
3 we show that the representation result holds for nonlinear systems under usual hypotheses for which 
solutions over finite intervals can be shown to exist. In Section 4 we show how the representation result leads 
to very simple proofs of Volterra polynomial approximations. 
2. S-topology and the representation theorem 
In this section we recall the basic facts on the S-topology which will be the framework of study in this 
paper. We then state and prove a representation result for a particular class of S-continuous maps which 
occur in the study of nonlinear systems. For details we refer the reader to [-7, 9, 10]. 
We now introduce some notation which will be used throughout. 
Let H = L2([0, T]; H1) denote the separable Hilbert space of square integrable functions in [0, T] which 
take values in another separable Hilbert space H1. 
Let [-,. ]r  denote the usual inner-product in H i.e. 
1'f, g]r = If <f~,g~>ds, f, geH, 
where < .,- > denotes the inner-product in HI which is the usual euclidean scalar product when H1 = R" and 
I1 denotes the corresponding norm. 
We denote the inner-product in L2[0, t]; te[0, T 1 by [', '1, which can be represented in terms of the 
inner-product on H by restricting the functions to the interval [0, t] by means of the projection operator Qt 
defined by: 
~f(s), O<~s<~t, 
Q'f=[ o, s>~t, 
and hence 
[Q,f, O,g]~ = [ / ,  gl,. 
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Definition 2.1. A map F: H --. B, B a Banach space, is said to be continuous at x e H in the S-topology if for 
any e > 0 there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) operator L,(x):H--* H such that 
IIZAx)(x - x')ll < 1 ~ liE(x) - E(x')ll < e. 
We say that the mapping is uniformly S-continuous if L~(x) does not depend on x. 
Definition 2.2. A map F : H --* B is said to be uniformly S-continuous around the origin (uscao) if F is 
uniformly S-continuous on sets: 
U, = {xen:  IIh.xll ~< 1} 
where {A.}.% ~ is a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators uch that 
l la , l lns~0 and ~) U ,=H.  
n=l  
Remark. A mapping which is uniformly S-continuous i  obviously S-continuous around the origin. In fact 
taking A. = (1/n)L with L defined above satisfies Definition 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
a map to be uscao was given by Gandolfi and Germani I-7]. 
Theorem 2.3. A map f ( .  ): H --* B, where H is a real, separable Hilbert space and B is a Banach space, is uscao if 
and only if it is continuous with respect o the topology Tp 9enerated by a sequence of semi-norms { IILix II } where 
{ Li} is a sequence of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Remark. If f :  H ~ B is uscao then 9 of: H ~ B is uscao if 9 : B ~ B is continuous. 
Recently, a representatidn result for a map to be uscao was given by Desantis et al. [5] which we state 
below. 
Theorem 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition for a map F : H ~ B to be uscao is that there exists 
a Hilbert-Schmidt operator L : H --* H and a continuous map 9 : H --* B such that 
F = 9 o L. (2.1) 
Moreover 9( ' )  is continuous on every bounded sphere in H. 
In the next section via the use of Theorem 2.3 we show that the I/O maps of nonlinear systems whose state 
is governed by a nonlinear differential equation of type (1.1) with standard continuity and growth conditions 
on the coefficients f ( - )  and 9 ( ')  have the uscao property w.r.t, the inputs in L2 [0, T]. 
3. Representation of I/O maps 
Consider the nonlinear system given below: 
d 
~t X` =f (Xt )  + #(Xt)U,, 0 <<, t ~ T, (3.1) 
I1, = h(X,), 0 <<, t ~ T, (3.2) 
where Xt e ~",f(" ): •" ~ N", O(" ): R" --* R" x ~", h (.): R" ~ R p is a continuous map and U e L2([0, T], ~m). 
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Furthermore it is assumed that the coefficients f( ' ) ,  g (-) satisfy the following assumptions: 
(A1) f ( - )  is uniformly Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant K < oo i.e. 
[ f (x ) - f (y ) l~K lx -y l ,  x, yeR". 
(A2) gio( ')~C ~ and [t3gio(x)/t3x~l < K VxeR ~ where gl,j denotes the (i,j) element of g(') and 1 ~< i, l ~< n, 
l <~j<~ m. 
(A3) f ( . )  satisfies the following growth condition: 
]f(x)l < C,(1 + [xl). 
(A4) supx[g(x)lo < oo where Ig(X)lo denotes the matrix norm defined by IAIo = suPlhl~< 1 IZhl for any 
matrix A. 
Assumptions (A2) and (A4) imply that g (.) satisfies uniform Lipschitz and growth conditions like f(" ) w.r.t. 
the matrix norm. We state this below without proof since it is just a simple consequence of the mean value 
theorem and the definition of the matrix norm. 
Lemma 3.1. Under the assumptions that g(. ) satisfies (A2) and (A4) the following is true. There exists a constant 
C2 < ~ such that: 
Ig(x) - g(Y)lo ~< C2I x - Yl, Vx, yeR n (Lipschitz condition) 
Ig(x)lo ~ C2( 1 -1- Ix[), VxE[~ n (Growth condition). 
Remark. With the above lemma the nonlinear differential equation describing the state satisfies the "usual" 
conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions for measurable inputs. The existence and uniqueness 
can be established by the usual Picard iteration technique. For details see any standard text on differential 
equations, e.g. Coddington and Levinson [4]. 
We now state the main representation result. 
Theorem 3.2. Consider the nonlinear system given by (3.1) and (3.2) and assume that the coefficients atisfy 
(A1)-(A4). 
Then for any input QtU. e (L2[0, t], ~m), there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator K :(L2 [0, t]; R m) 
(L2 [0, t]; R m) and a continuous mapping ~( ' ) : (L  2 [0, t]; R m) --+ ~n such that the output { It} satisfies 
II, = h(~Po KU(t)), (3.3) 
where 
v=KU,  vt = f l  K(t, s)Usds, 
and ~(. )  does not depend on U. 
In order to prove the theorem we need the following estimate on the solution of the differential equation. 
Lemma 3.3. Let { X, },~to, r l denote the solution of(3.1) under the assumptions (A1)-(A3). Then there exist finite 
constants K1, K2 and K 3 such that Xtfor t6 [0, T] satisfies: 
sup IX, I ~ (K1 + KzIIUII) e ~311UII. (3.4) 
O <<.t~< T 
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Proof. Integrating (3.1) gives: 
x,= Xo + fl f(Xo)dv + f~ o(xo)Uodv. 
Therefore: 
]Xt] <~ [Xo] + fo ]f(Xv)ldv + f l  [9(Xv)Uvldv. 
Using the growth conditions on f ( - )  and g (') we obtain 
f0 ; IX, I ~< IXol + Ca (1 + IXvl)dv + Io(X~)lolg~ldv 
~< IXol + C2x/~tllU[I, + Cat + f~o (C1 + C21Uvl)lXddv. 
Using the Gronewall-Bellman i equality applied to I X, I we obtain 
IX, I ~< (IXo[ + C2,,/TIIUII + CIT)e Ic'r+c2~/~lpvll), 
and since the bound on the r.h.s, is true for all t e [0, T] the result follows by identifying K1 = 
(IXol + rCl)eCl~, K2 = ~/-rc~eclT and K3 = C2,/~. [] 
Remark. In the following we denote the bound on the r.h.s, above by KI([IUII) for convenience. Note 
KI([[ UII) is increasing in [[ U[[. With the aid of the estimates we now prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We prove the theorem by showing that the solution of (3.1) as a mapping on the input 
in (L2 [0, T], ~m) to (Lz [0, T], R") is uscao by establishing continuity with respect to a topology of a sequence 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators {nL} for an appropriate Hilbert-Schmidt operator L. Then the required 
conclusions follow from Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
Let {Xt(U)} and {Xt(U')} be two solutions to (3.1) corresponding to two inputs U. and U:, respectively. 
Then, 
,[X(U)- X(U')I,2 = f ; I  fo(f(Xs(U))-f(Xs(U'))ds + fI  (o(X~(U))U~-o(X~(U'))U'~)ds2dt. (3 5) 
Using the Lipschitz conditions on f(-)  and 9(') we obtain 
fofo I[X(U) - X(U')I[ 2 ~< 3K 2 [X~(U) - Xs(U')I 2 ds dt 
+ 3c~ ff filXstU)- X~(U')'~ ds fi lU, l~ dsdt 
+ 3 o(X~(U'))(U~ - U'~) dt 
<~ 3K2T fro I ,X(U)- x(U')ll, 2 dt + 3c~llUtl2f: I lX(U)-  x(u')[[ 2 dt 
f:l o I + 3 g(X~(U'))(U, - U',)ds dt. 
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Define the Hilbert-Schmidt (and Volterra) operator L by 
L f  = g, g, = fl/ ,  ds, f~  (L2(O, T], ~m), 
t 
and by abuse of notation we define L , f  = ~ofs ds. 
Let us now consider the integrand of the third integral above. Then via integration by parts since g( . )  is 
assumed to be in C 1 we obtain: 
f{  g(Xs(U'))(Us - U's) g(X,(U'))Lt(U - U') - ~ Ls(U - U') 
dg(X~(U')} 
ds ds. 
ds 
Then by definition 
ds =- ~X~(I,U') [fz(X~(U') + g~,j(Xs(U'))U's(j), 
l=1 j=l  
where the index l (j) denotes the/th (jth) component of the corresponding vector. 
Therefore, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain: 
f l  ds 2 g(X,(U'))(U~ - U',) <~ 2Ig(XAU')IgILAU - U')] 2 + 2 dg(X  (U')) 2 , as , ] ]L (U-  U'))]}. 
Using the growth conditions on f ( .  ), g(-) and the result of Lemma 3.3 we obtain 
dg(X(U')) 
ds <~ t4nK2C~(K'(LIU'II)2 + 1)+ 4nmKZC~(l + KI(HU'II)2)IIU'[I}. 
Therefore combining all the estimates we obtain: 
1Ix(u) - x(U')ll ~ ~< 3K2T f f  IIX(U) - X(U')II dt 
+ 3C2,1qUII 2f~ IIX(U) - X(U')II~ at + 3(K3(IIU'II)ILL(U - U')ll ~, 
where K3(N U' H) = nK2C~T(1 + g,([I U' II) + 4nmK2C~(1 + g,([t U' ]l))ll U')II 2. 
Now applying the Gronewall-Bellman i equality to 1IX(U) - X(U')II [ we obtain: 
IlXfU) - x(u') / I  2 ~< K(tl Uql, II U' II )IIL(U - U')II 2, 
where K(tl UI[, II U' II) is an increasing constant (depending on II UI[, IL U' 11) given by 
K()[ Ut], IJ U' J)) =- Ka()l U'I)) e {3K2T+ 622 rliUII2 ',. 
Hence for all integers n >~ K(II UII, Ik U' II) we have that IIX(U) - X(U')II is continuous w.r.t, the sequence of 
semi-norms { IInLIt } where L is the Hilbert-Schmidt integral operator defined by 
L f= g, g~ = ds. 
Therefore by Theorem 2.3 the solution {Xt(U)} of (3.1) is uscao and by Theorem 2.4 the representation 
follows. [] 
Remarks. Theorem 3.4 can be seen as a generalization of the result of Freedman and Willems [6] since the 
representation as the integral of the input is a particular case of the general result which states that the 
representation can be written as a Hilbert-Schmidt mapping on the input. Our conditions are however much 
weaker. On the other hand the result of Theorem 3.4 does not identify the Hilbert-Schmidt explicitly as is the 
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case in [6]. The importance ofthe result in practical terms is that it justifies the use of Volterra expansions of
the I/O map and in the infinite dimensional case (which is given below) the result is of importance inGalerkin 
approximations. 
The above result can also be shown to hold for a class of infinite-dimensional systems which we show 
below. These are the class of semi-linear abstract differential systems of the type given below. 
Consider the abstract semi-linear differential equation: 
dX(t,h) 
dt 
- AX(t, h) +f(X(t ,  h)) + Bh(t), 0 ~< t ~< T (3.6) 
where X(., h)~(L 2 [0, T]; HI), A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous Co semigroup.f(-): 
H1 --. H1 is homogeneous and satisfies auniform Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant K, B:H2 ~ H~ 
is a bounded, Hilbert-Schmidt operator and the input h(.)E (L2 [0, T-I; H2 where H1 and H2 are separable 
Hilbert spaces. 
Then we can show the following result for the process X (', h) which is the solution of (3.6). We omit the 
proof since it is similar to the one above except hat under the above assumptions the solution can be shown 
to be uniformly S-continuous (and hence uscao). 
Theorem 3.4. Consider the abstract semi-linear system given by (3.6). Then for each h ~ (L2[0 , T]; H2), (3.6) has 
a unique solution X (', h) such that X(t, h) is weakly continuous in 0 <~ t <~ T and moreover the solution can be 
written as: 
X(-, h) = g o (Lh), 
or equivalently 
X(t, h) = g(Lh)(t), 
where L is a linear Hilbert-Schmidt operator mapping (L2[0 , T]; H2) --~ (L2[0 , T]; H2) and g(" ) is a continuous 
map mapping (L2[0, T]; H2) ~ (L2[0,T]; H1). 
4. Volterra approximations 
The uscao property of functions on H leads to very simple proofs of approximation of I/O maps of 
nonlinear systems in terms of Volterra polynomials [2]. 
Recall a mapping PN(-):H~ H is said to be a finite Volterra polynomial if pN(.) has the form: 
N 
PN(h) = ~ pn(Lh), 
n=0 
where p,(h) is a symmetric n-linear form on H i.e. p,(h) is a finite homogeneous polynomial (of order n) and 
L is a Hilbert-Schmidt, Volterra operator. 
Then the uscao property of I/O maps of nonlinear systems given by (2.1) or (1.4) above leads to the 
following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Yt(h) = h(Xt(U)) be the output of a nonlinear system which is uscao. Then Y. (U) can be 
approximated by a finite Volterra polynomial for every input U which lies in a bounded sphere in H. 
Proof. The proof essentially follows from the Weierstrass theorem for separable Hilbert spaces (see 
Prenter [11]). 
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Indeed, by the Weierstrass theorem for all continuous maps g(. ) on H, for every compact set C in H and 
e > 0 there exists a polynomial of finite rank N~ (which depends on C) such that: 
sup II PN~(h) - g(h)lL ~ ~. 
h~C 
Now since Y~(U) is uscao by Theorem 3.4 Yt(U) = (~(LU)(t) = h o ~(LU) ( t )  where L is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
By the decomposition of every Hilbert-Schmidt operator L = KA where K is compact and A is 
Hilbert-Schmidt it follows that the bounded sets M = {h • H: I[hll ~< m} are mapped into pre-compact sets i.e. 
L(M)  is compact. Hence by the Weierstrass theorem 
sup IIPN~(LU) - ch(LU)hl ~< e, 
LUlL(M) 
which is equivalent to 
supHPN~(LU) - 4,(LU)II ~< ~, 
U~M 
and PN~(LU) defines a finite rank Volterra polynomial. 
Remark. By exploiting the fact that the representation map is continuous on every bounded sphere in 
H a very simple proof of BIBO stability can be given (via the Heine-Borel theorem). 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we have pointed out the use of the locally convex topology associated with seminorms of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators in revealing an entirely new structure for I/O maps of nonlinear systems from 
which the existence of Volterra expansions for such maps is very easily established. The representation result 
however does not give an explicit characterization f the Hilbert-Schmidt operator acting on the input. Since 
the inputs are assumed to be in L2[0, T] the result does not indicate any smoothness associated with the 
kernel of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator as in the case of the result of Freedman and WiUems [6]. However, it 
is well known that one can approximate kernels on L2([0, T] x [0, T]) by differentiable k rnels and thus one 
can approximate he I/O maps by smooth filters acting on the inputs (in particular they can be taken to be 
differentiable). 
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